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Project Summary
“Landscape Analysis” is the process by which the Maine Natural Areas Program 
(MNAP) identifies areas likely to support rare natural communities, outstanding examples of 
common communities, and/or habitat for rare plants. Using a variety of electronic and hard 
copy information, as well as reviews and consultation with regional foresters, MNAP has 
conducted a landscape analysis of the lands owned by Mead-Westvaco (MWV) in Maine. 
MWV collaborated closely with MNAP by sharing GIS-based natural resource data and staff 
knowledge. 375 areas, ranging from 18 acres to over 166,000 acres, have been identified, 
delineated on 1:24,000 topographic maps, digitized, and assigned priorities.
This product should be considered an important step in determining which sites should 
be field surveyed. In past projects, MNAP has found through subsequent field verification 
that a significant portion (i.e., greater than 
40%) of sites selected in landscape analysis 
support rare plants and/or exemplary natural 
communities. Furthermore, field 
verification is useful for documenting the 
“critically imperiled” and “imperiled” (i.e.,
“G1 and “G2”) species and communities 
considered in forest certification. The 
appropriate application of this information 
is ultimately the landowner’s decision.
Introduction
In the spring of 2002 the MNAP 
initiated a broad landscape analysis of ~5.5 
million acres of Maine’s Western and 
Central mountains, including six separate 
ecological sub-sections, as defined by 
McMahon (1990).
4 Figure 1: Biophysical sub-sections included in 
this project (shown in red)
The western boundary of the area is the New Hampshire border, the southern boundary is 
White Mountains National Forest, the northern boundary is Aroostook County, and the 
eastern boundary is the Western Foothills. (Figure 1). The six regions are:
(1) White Mountains
(2) Western Maine Foothills
(3) Mahoosuc Rangely Lakes
(4) Connecticut Lakes
(5) Maine Central Mountains
(6) Central Maine Foothills
On a wider geographic scale, the first five of these sub-sections are within the same 
biophysical “section” (“Central -  Western Mountains -  White Mountains -  Connecticut 
Lakes”), and the last lies within the Eastern Lowlands -  Central Foothills section.
Geologically, the region is primarily underlain by metasedimentary rocks. The 
bedrock of the region is extremely complex. The Katahdin Pluton in the northeast is 
composed of granite and granodiorite. A series of smaller plutons composed of gabbro and 
other ultramafic rocks underlies the Whitecap Mountain area. Bedrock of the surrounding 
hills is composed primarily of weakly metamorphosed pelites and sandstones.
The climate is relatively uniform throughout the region with the exception of high 
elevation areas. At elevations greater than 2500 feet, soils are perennially cold (cryic), 
acidic, and generally well drained. The region is dominated by spruce-fir forests on steep 
slopes and ridges, red maple swamps and spruce flats in poorly drained valleys, and northern 
hardwoods at middle elevations. Extensive stands of subalpine forest occur between the 
tree-line (roughly 4000’) and the 2500' contour. On treeless peaks, alpine communities such 
as Crowberry -  Bilberry Summit Balds and Alpine Bogs occur.
The Central and Western Mountains hold much promise for harboring significant 
components of biodiversity, but these regions have received comparatively little inventory 
effort. Mountains and sub-alpine ecosystems are an obvious target for inventory because of 
their abundance, size, and diversity in the region. Upland natural communities targeted 
during this landscape analysis include uncommon small and large ‘patch forest’ types (e.g., 
Maple -  Basswood Ash Forests, Hardwood Floodplain Forests, White Pine -  Red Pine 
Forests) in addition to more common ‘matrix’ forest types (e.g. Beech -  Birch -  Maple 
Forests, Spruce -  Fir -  Feathermoss Forests).
It is important to note that as a coarse scale ecological assessment, this project is a 
starting point rather than a final product. To be most useful, the sites identified in this report 
should be field checked by qualified ecologists to verify the presence or absence of rare or 
exemplary features. In the meantime, sites should be treated as merely having potential to 
support these features.
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It is also useful to recognize another important limitation of this study. This analysis 
is limited by scale, and it is quite possible that small old growth stands and/or rare plant hot 
spots are not captured. This assessment is weighted toward larger areas encompassed 
within a relatively un-fragmented landscape context.
Methods
The landscape analysis methods developed at MNAP are consistent with those used 
by state natural heritage programs throughout North America. These methods have been 
used to identify hundreds of priority sites for subsequent field inventory in other regions of 
Maine. The following information sources were used in this landscape analysis project:
A. Information from Landowners: Mead-Westvaco ownership in Maine covers
approximately 530,000 acres in Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, Piscataquis, Penobscot, and 
Kennebec Counties. The ownership includes numerous sparsely populated 
“unorganized” towns in the north and east, as well as smaller tracts in rural communities 
further to the south, variety of Mead-Westvaco information was used in this analysis, 
including digital stand type data, digital air photos, and harvest history. Numerous 
queries were run using the stand type data including searches for all “very mature” stands 
(defined by size and stocking by MWV), stands of northern white cedar, and natural 
stands of red pine and jack pine (Figure 2). All recently harvested stands were also 
identified. Stand types were produced on mylar overlays along with SPOT satellite 
imagery from 2001. MWV staff were also consulted for on-the-ground knowledge (see 
#11 below.)
2. USGS Topographic Maps: Traditionally hard copy maps served as a baseline for initial 
mapping of areas. As MNAP has integrated Geographic Information Systems (GIS) into 
its daily operations, scanned US Geologic Survey maps have been used to a greater 
extent. Topographic maps also indicate obvious landscape features that are correlated 
with certain community types, such as 
floodplain forests, mountain summits, 
ravines (with “cove forests”), and large 
wetland complexes. This data was derived 
from paper or scanned maps as well as 
produced from GIS analysis of digital 
data.
3. Digital Elevation Data: GIS analysis of 
digital topographic information can help 
in the identification of areas that meet 
distinct topographic criteria. Analysis of 
this type of data served as an efficient and 
systematic way to identify areas with 
certain slope, aspect, and elevation 
characteristics. It can also be used to
6 Figure 2: Stand types, with” mature” stands shown in red
derive general moisture characteristics across a study area. This digital information is 
available statewide at a coarse 90-meter resolution from the Maine Office of GIS. It is 
also available for most USGS quads at a more detailed 30m resolution from USGS. For 
this analysis, slopes greater than 30% were shown on all working landscape analysis 
maps.
4. Digital Land Use/Land Cover Data: GIS analysis of digital land use and land cover 
data derived from satellite imagery helped to identify areas that should receive more 
focus through aerial photograph analysis. When used in conjunction with other digital 
data such as elevation models, digital land cover data formed a proxy tool for modeling 
the possible location for specific community types. MNAP used 1:100,000 land cover 
data produced as part of the USFWS GAP analysis project (Figure 3). This 
information was supplemented by data
from the Appalachian Mountain Club 
summarizing historical forest clearings, 
based on a review of the past three 
decades of land use/land cover data. 
MNAP also used SPOT black and white 
panchromatic 2000/2001 imagery, which 
are eight to ten years more recent than the 
National Aerial Photography Program 
(NAPP) color-infrared photos.
5. Digital Roads Data: Roads information 
can be important in determining harvest 
history, fragmentation and/or 
development activity in an area (as well 
as access for field surveys). It is used in 
conjunction with digital land cover data 
to identify high quality or unfragmented 
areas for further analysis. Both 1:24,000 
and 1:100,000 road layers are available 
for the entire state from the Maine Office 
of GIS. Road coverage from industrial 
landowners was also incorporated into 
this analysis and was particularly useful 
for unorganized jurisdictions.
6. Aerial Photographs: MNAP staff used 
MNAP color infrared photos available 
from the US Geologic Survey. These 
photos, at a scale of 1:40,000, show 
dominant land use and forest types and 
also provide useful information on the 
surrounding landscape (i.e., fragmentation,
Figure 3: Example of base map used for landscape 
analysis. Land Use/Land Cover is from Maine Gap. 
For example, yellow is mature hardwood forest, and 
brown is agricultural land.
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harvest history, development, etc.). The most recent statewide coverage is from 1991 to 
1993. Because this coverage is out of date, MNAP reviewed all sites using more recent 
MWV digital imagery (where available), with dates ranging from the late 1990s to 2003.
7. National Wetlands Inventory Maps: These maps can be useful at delineating different 
wetland types within a larger wetland complex. Since NWI mapping was conducted 
using 1:58,000 air photos, however, use of 1:40,000 NAPP photos or more recent digitial 
imagery yielded just as much or more information on wetlands. NWI hard copy maps 
are available from the Maine Geologic Survey (MGS), and digital maps for most of 
Maine are available on CD-ROM from the Maine Office of GIS.
8. Geology Maps: Bedrock and surficial 
geology maps of Maine are available 
from the MGS. Small-scale maps are 
available for the entire state and larger- 
scale quad maps are available for a 
number of quads. Digital bedrock maps 
were particularly useful at identifying 
areas of circumneutral bedrock 
(somewhat uncommon in Maine), and 
digital surficial geology maps 
pinpointed areas of outwash plains, 
glacial marine soils, and other 
noteworthy features (Figure 4).
9. MNAP Files: Existing MNAP Element 
Occurrence Records (EORs), negative 
survey forms, and “leads” provided 
useful information in the few cases were 
areas had been previously surveyed. The 
value of MNAP information depended 
heavily on the date and precision of the 
record.
10. Miscellaneous Reports: Ecological 
literature, such as Flora o f Oxford County by Campbell and Eastman (1980), and 
unpublished reports were reviewed for insights on habitat preferences for rare plants and 
natural communities in the area.
11. Knowledgeable Individuals: Contacts with local natural resource professionals, such as 
foresters, wildlife biologists, or wetland scientists, often yielded worthwhile results. In 
particular, Mead-Westvaco foresters were consulted for review following an initial site 
selection. Foresters provided local knowledge on stand types, harvest history, and 
imminent harvest planning, and they suggested a few sites not yet identified.
Figure 4: Sample bedrock and surficial geology map, 
along with landowner information
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Once materials were in place, a set of composite 1:24,000 GIS maps was produced, 
with the USGS topographic quadrangle as the base. Information layers described above 
were then superimposed, with stand types and SPOT imagery on a mylar overlay. MNAP 
ecologists systematically reviewed the master composite maps and the aerial photos, cross- 
referencing to other information available (e.g., details of particular sites in MNAP files). A 
stereoscope was used for air photo work.
Areas flagged of potential interest included blocks of apparently intact forest, both 
upland and wetland; rocky ridges, alpine/sub-alpine areas, and steep upper slopes; 
concentrations of known rare plant species (such as along river shores), and unusual open 
wetlands. As potentially interesting areas were identified, they were outlined on the master 
composite maps, and their location and interesting features recorded in the project database. 
At least two MNAP ecologists reviewed each aerial photo pair and composite map coverage. 
The selected areas were digitized into a GIS layer.
Sites were identified across the ~5 million acre project area, regardless of ownership. 
For this project, sites were then clipped to MWV ownership. Each site was assigned a 
priority of 1 (highest) to 3 (lowest) for field work. Considerations in assigning priority were 
the rarity of the feature(s), the size (acreage) of the polygon, and the apparent degree of 
human-caused disturbance within or adjacent to the site. For example, a 150 acre peatland 
with evident patterns (i.e., strings and flarks) surrounded by intact forest would be ranked 
higher than a similar sized peatland with no patterns surrounded by fragmented rural 
development. For summarizing the results, sites were additionally categorized as upland vs. 
wetland, forest vs. open, etc. (Table 1). Of course, many sites that are mostly upland will 
contain some wetland areas, and vice versa; and many primarily forested sites may contain 
some areas that are non-forested. These assignments were generalized based on the primary 
character of the site, and are merely intended to give a general overview of the sites.
Results and Discussion
A total of 369 areas of potential interest have been identified, covering nearly one 
million acres: 37 sites are first-priority, 164 are second-priority, and 168 are third-priority 
(Table 1 and Figure 5). The sites range in size from an 18-acre lakeshore to a 166,000 acre 
polygon that encompasses much of Baxter State Park. Most of the sites are several hundred 
acres in size: the median size of sites is 690 acres.
Notably, only 10 of the 37 Priority 1 sites are wetlands. This proportion contrasts 
significantly with landscape analyses MNAP has conducted in other parts of Maine. For 
instance, in the Eastern Lowlands region (eastern Penobscot, northern Washington, and 
southern Aroostook counties) 79% of the total sites and 92% of the top priority sites were 
wetlands. In fact, this landscape analysis produced the lowest proportion of wetlands sites of 
any region in Maine. (MNAP has now completed an initial draft landscape analysis of all of 
Maine.)
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On the other hand, the landscape analysis is disproportionately weighted to high 
elevation areas. Nearly 10% of the acreage within sites is characterized as sub-alpine or 
alpine habitat (i.e., areas over 2700’ elevation). This contrasts with less than 2% 
composition of sub-alpine and alpine areas in the overall study area. In other words, sub- 
alpine and alpine areas are roughly five times better represented in the landscape analysis 
sites than in the study area as a whole.
The disproportionate composition of high elevation areas in the final results is 
explained by a few factors. First, as noted previously, the Western Mountains region has 
perhaps the highest sub-alpine/alpine proportion of any region in the state. Second, because 
of their difficult access, inoperability, and typically low timber volumes, high elevation areas 
have experienced less human alteration (but probably more natural disturbance) than lower 
areas.
As noted in the introduction, it is important to recognize that scale is a key limitation 
of this study. It is quite possible that small old growth stands and/or rare plant hot spots are 
not captured. This assessment is weighted toward larger areas encompassed within a 
relatively un-fragmented landscape context. Brief descriptions of each site are provided in 
Appendix 1, and detailed spatial and descriptive information on each of the sites is 
maintained by MNAP.
Table 1: Sites Selected in Landscape Analysis 
_______ Sorted by Type and Priority
Wetland Type
Priority
Total Sites1 2 3
Spruce or Red Maple Wetland 0 19 26 45
Open Wetland (including peatland) 4 23 28 55
Cedar Swamps 2 9 9 20
Floodplain Forest 4 14 15 33
Aquatic/Riparian Plant Sites 0 2 6 8
Total Wetlands 10 67 84 161
Upland Type
Priority
Total Sites1 2 3
Outcrops/Talus/Ledge 0 16 15 31
Sub-alpine Forest 11 15 5 31
Mixed Upland Forest 14 55 54 123
Rich Woods 2 11 10 23
Total Uplands 27 97 84 208
Total All Sites 37 164 168 369
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Site priority was determined by the rarity of possible type(s) included in polygon, condition 
of site, size of area, and landscape context.
Total acreage in polygons: 989,422
Total acreage > 2700’: 84,707
Likely Next Steps
The present project incorporates only a landscape analysis based chiefly on remote 
data. The assessment of which areas are most in need of special management requires a 
great deal of additional effort. Ultimately, the use and application of this landscape analysis 
product is up to the discretion of the landowner. The following are some suggested steps for 
using and supplementing the information.
• Supplemetal Data. Further refinement and reduction of these polygons, using such 
information as digital soil data or ecological land types, could be conducted if time 
and interest permit.
• Air Surveys: Prior to conducting field surveys, MNAP often makes a final 
screening of sites from an airplane, noting recent changes, unique features, and 
access points. The preferred flight time is shortly after leaf-out but before the field 
season begins.
• Field Surveys. Obviously, this information is most relevant if it is followed by field 
surveys for natural communities and rare plants. In other parts of the state, MNAP’s 
success rate at identifying such feature within landscape analysis sites has varied 
from roughly one third of the sites in northwest Maine to nearly 90% of the sites in 
southern and coastal Maine. A handful of these sites contain the G1 and G2 
(“critically imperiled” and “imperiled”) species and communities that are given 
consideration in forest certification. Field surveys could be conducted by MNAP on 
a contract basis or by other qualified ecologists. If consulting ecologists are used, 
MNAP encourages landowners to provide the Program with data collected during 
such surveys. Also, field surveys could be conducted during one or two field 
seasons, or as the need arises based on management/prescription schedules of these 
areas.
• Forest Management Planning. Some landowners have incorporated these polygons 
into their GIS databases and consulted with MNAP as the need arises; i.e., as a cruise 
or prescription is being prepared for the area. (Many areas identified by MNAP 
overlap with designated habitats such as Deer Wintering Areas or protected 
Mountain Areas.) Others have relied on the information only after it has been field 
verified.
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Appendix 1: Landscape Analysis Sites 
in Maine’s Central and Western Mountains
May 2004
Appendix 1: Landscape Analysis Sites in Maine's Central and Western Mountains May 2004
(sorted by priority, then alphabetically)
S ite  N a m e T o w n (s ) W h y  S e le c te d P r io r ity A c r e s
Andover North Byron, Andover Twp C Steep slopes, high elevation S-F forest. E5A, S5C. Lead Beech birch 1 12,182
Aziscohos Mtn Lincoln Pit. Large unfragmented forested upland with steep slopes and rock outcrops 1 3,302
Barker Mtn Bowman town Twp. Medium sized block of hardwood dominated forest, high volume mature 
stands and numerous rare plants. No air photos.
1 1,104
Baxter T3 R11 WELS, T4 R11 WELS, 
T2 R9 WELS
Large block which includes virtually all of Baxter State Park and some 
industry lands to the south of the park. Most of block hasn't been cut in 
40+ years.
1 166,865
Berdeen Stream Valley Twp D Steep hardwood slopes (FIM5B), incised ravines (e.g. Angel Falls). 
Limited past harvesting.
1 1,567
Bigelow Mtn Dead River Twp, Carrabassett 
Valley, Wyman Twp
Existing large upland forest polygon. No changes—a few new roads in 
SPOT but little in the way of recent cutting.
1 54,597
Black Mountain Woodstock, Peru, Sumner Massif of S-F woodlands, perched peatland at 2000 ft. Mature hardwood 
slopes on perimeter. E4A, FIB4A. Also Includes intact mature forest E of 
Little Concord Pond, Acidic summit (not documented) on Speckled Mtn
1 2,127
Boundary Bald Mountain Bald Mtn Twp (T4 R3 NBKP), 
Alder Brook Twp
-3600 feet elev. Peak with 1983 subalpine natural community; part of 
large roadless block. Sof/Sofc bedrock.
1 9,352
Boyd Lake Bog and Peninsula Omeville Twp 600 ac level bog and 100 ac lakeshore fen and 75 ac undisturbed 1 598
Caribou/Speckled Mtns Stoneham, Albany, Gilead, 
Mason Twp
Large area of matrix forest with open summits 1 35,263
Carrabassett Valley Mt. Abraham Existing L/A poly. Reduced in size in southern portion to reflect cutting 
on SPOT and on quad 4507012 where selective cutting has taken place.
1 13,063
Clear Pond Mountain Lowelltown Twp, Beattie Twp. Large mix of uplands and wetlands. Uplands are hardwood dominated. 
Wetlands are a variety of PF04 & PSS. Some pockets of calcareous soils.
1 13,903
Day Mtn Avon Moderately sized mixed forest with steep slopes, some ledges on Day 
Mtn, unclear whether or not southern portion (which includes Day Mtn)
1 1,516
Dead Cambridge Bog Upton Large cedar bog, large streamshore system. Possibly red maple/ash 
swamp. Known circumneutral fen on NH border
1 2,888
Deasey Mtn/Lunksoos Mtn T4 R7 WELS, T3 R7 WELS Extensive hdwds, open wdld ridges, old rare plant records; alkaline 1 3,278
Foxcroft Bog Dover-Foxcroft Existing cedar community and rare plants—no changes. 1 205
S ite  N a m e T o w n (s ) W h y  S e le c te d P r io r ity A c r e s
Katahdin Lake T3 R8 WELS, T4 R8 WELS Large block of which the small portion on quad 4506886 was an existing 
polygon (formerly known as Wassataquoik Stream Floodplain). This 
blocks includes Katahdin Lake and the summit of East Turner Mtn as well 
as wetlands along Wassataquoik. Hardwood valley east of Katahdin Lake 
heavily harvested in 2004.
1 12,362
Long Logan Floodplain Forest Soldiertown Twp. Several small sections of mature floodplain forest along East Branch of 1 1,859
Long Mtn Greenwood Large block of mature hardwood slopes and conifer dominated mtns. 
Includes steep slopes numerous mtns. Also numerous existing rare plants.
1 9,040
Long Pond/Billfish Pond Uplands T5 R8 WELS, T6 R9 WELS Existing polygon that is mostly within Baxter that should be extended 
south to include eastern portion of Billfish Mtn that is outside of Baxter
1 2,160
Mahoosuc Range Newry, Andover West Surplus, 
Andover
Alpine, subalpine and lower slope hardwood forests 1 51,325
Moxie Mtn North Caratunk Existing upland polygon that has been split into two polygons due to 
recent harvesting on Plum Creek land.
1 5,568
Mud Brook Flowage T2 R8 Large area of old bum red pine stands, IH, with numerous small open 1 23,867
NE Carry Patterned Fen and 
Moosehom Stream/W. Branch 
Penobscot Wetlands
Northeast Carry Twp NE Carry Fen is -1100 ac; Another ~1100 ac PFO w/ some NWC south 
of Penobscot River; -600 ac PFO (BS/TA) between Moosehom & Penob; 
-600 ac PFO w/NWC extends south along Penob river bank.
1 7,000
Pierce Pond Mountain Pierce Pond Twp Uplands with steep slopes includes a high volume stand of hardwoods and 
a sizeable section of post-bum hardwoods in southern section.
1 2,828
Pleasant River Delta T8 RIO WELS, T8 R9 WELS, 
Long A Twp.
Large wetland complex & floodplains at mouth of Pleasant River. 1500 ft 
summit, S-F, steep slopes, lower intact hardwoods and 2 open wetlands 
east of Wangan Brook, one of which appears to have cedar and lies within
1 3,752
Saddleback and Bald Mtns Carthage, Washington Twp, 
Perkins Twp.
S-F dominated steep slopes and exposed bedrock. Uppermost slopes 
appear not to have been cut. Hardwoods on lower slopes (D5B, HM5B)
1 3,252
Sebasticook Mainstream Wetlands Harmony, Ripley, Cambridge PF04-PF01 along west side of Mainstream Pond and Sebasticook River. 
Large wetland complex along river is mostly forested. Some conservation
1 2,627
Snow Mtn Alder Stream Twp., Seven 
Ponds, Chain of Ponds Twp.
High elevation S/F, almost all above 2700', extends south to Twin 
Mountain.
1 15,984
Spencer Lake East T3 R5 BKP WKR Large intact block east of Spencer Lake; primarily conifer forest. 1 8,132
Sweat Bog Seboeis Pit, Maxfield 400+ acre domed bog ecosystem and surrrounding peatlands. 1 1,252
Trout Mountain T2 R9 WELS, T2 R8 WELS Large block of relatively intact upland hardwoods and some lowland 
ponds and wetlands. Red pine stands around Bottle Pond, mature forest
1 4,539
Tumbledown and Jackson Mtns Township 6 North of Weld Large block of upland forest with open summits, alpine plants and steep 1 6,828
S ite  N a m e T o w n (s ) W h y  S e le c te d P r io r ity A c r e s
Tumbledown Mountain Appleton Twp, T5 R6 
BKPWKR, T5 R7 BKPWKR
Large block bisected by a few minor roads. Numerous H4 stands. Several 
rare plant records (some old & some recent).
1 53,518
White Cap & Hay Mtns and Gulf 
Hagas/Hermitage
Bowdoin College Grant East, 
TB R11 WELS
Matrix block and ridgeline with several summits. Some exposed bedrock 
summits on Hay Mtn & Whitecap. 1000's of acres of subalpine spruce-fir.
1 10,436
Alder Stream Bog Atkinson Large wetland complex with PF04 (cedar and S-F) and large open bog 
surrounding Alder Stream.
2 3,054
Alder Stream Wetlands East Moxie Twp ~800ac forested wetlands (mainly PF04 w/ some PF01 & PUBH). 
Includes ~200ac riparian corridor.
2 1,054
Androscoggin River Floodplain 
Islands
Gilead, Bethel Several small floodplain islands in the Androscoggin River (Blake, 
Peabody, etc)
2 242
Attean Pond Uplands Attean Twp Hardwood/softwood uplands with some steep slopes and open summits. 
Includes lOOac fen/bog with some small secondary pools near Jackman
2 5,677
Austin Stream Moscow Hardwood ravines along northwest side of Austin Stream. Typed as 
mature hardwoods (H4).
2 863
Bait Pond Wetlands T4 Indian Purchase Twp Small peatlands (PF04, SI, SF3) and scattered RP/WP stands around 2 1,521
Baker Mtn & Lily Bay Mountains Beaver Cove, Bowdoin College 
Grant West, Frenchtown
Ridges, mountaintops and steep slopes. Some mature stands east of Baker 
Mtn. Subalpine on Baker Mtn. Interesting mosaic on Lily Bay Mt. — 
possible Heartleaf Birch/Mtn Ash forest with standing dead wood or fir
2 6,823
Bear Mtn Hartford Steep south facing slopes and exposed outcrops. Some parts heavily cut 2 205
Bemis Mtn Twp D Steep slopes, Spruce woodlands along summit ridge. 2 352
Bethel Airport Swamp Bethel Forested wetland with cedar and red maple. Appears young to middle 2 432
Big Boardman Mtn TA R11 WELS 4500ac block along AT corridor with 1000 ac S/F flats. Rest is mature 
hardwood and mixed forest, including ~700 acres of intact forest and 
wetlands around Monkey Pond. Several small pools.
2 6,756
Big Pine Wetlands and Flats T3 R13 WELS Moderate sized open wetland and adjacent mature mixed wood forest. 
Small amounts of cedar
2 906
Big Wilson Floodplain Willimantic Stretch of oxbows and small patch of floodplain forest along Big Wilson 2 311
Black Brook Pond Fen Pierce Pond Twp Large peatland with impoundment at western end. Vistited briefly by 2 1,057
Blueberry Mtn Township 6 North of Weld, 
Phillips
Large contiguous forested upland with little recent cutting, includes open 
summit and ledges on Blueberry Mtn
2 2,997
Bog Brook Dover-Foxcroft Streamshore peatland with cedar, spruce-fir bog and flats. 2 687
Bog North of Cedar Mtn Long A Twp. 1982 Domed Bog Ecosystem with secondary pools. Moderately 2 214
Borestone Mtn Elliotsville Twp Moderately large block of upland with steep slopes and large streamside 
wetland with several community occurrences.
2 2,550
S ite  N a m e T o w n (s ) W h y  S e le c te d P r io r ity A c r e s
Bosebuck Mtn Lynchtown Twp. Large unfragmented forest block of mixed hardwood and conifer forest. 
Parts look fairly mature. Also steep slopes present.
2 613
Bowmantown Moose Bog Bowmantown Twp. Fairly large forested peatland complex along West Branch of Magalloway 
River. Apparently dominated by black spruce (no air photos)
2 1,110
Bowmantown Rich Woods Bowmantown Twp. Medium sized block of hardwood forest with existing eos. No air photos 2 1,310
Brighton Deadwater Flats T4R12 Eastern part of Mud & Ripogenus Pond Flats. SF3, CESF 57, S2. 
Includes Ripogenus Pond
2 2,312
Brownville Junction Floodplain Brownville Numerous floodplain islands along Pleasant River north of Brownville 
Junction (PF04C-PF01C)
2 398
Bryant Road Swamp Hebron 50 ac forested bog' spruce and cedar on perimeter, more open in center; 2 42
Burnham Pond Cedar Swamp Big Squaw Twp Long narrow cedar swamp in area mapped as having calcareous bedrock 2 261
C Pond Ledges C Surplus Open ledges north of C Pond. Also intact hardwood forest. 2 2,664
Center Bog/Saddleback Mtn Uplands TB R11 WELS, TB RIO WELS Long conifer dominated ridge with steep slopes and several rocky 
openings (including some near Center Pond).
2 2,817
Chandler Hill Bethel 2 mile long ridge with steep slopes. Exposed East facing ledges. 2 538
Chase Stream & Little Chase Stream Chase Stream, Misery Twp Mixed forest. Small areas of steep slopes on both mtns. Scattered small 
coniferous forested wetlands. Includes large H4A, H4B stands.
2 4,357
Cow Ridge Seven Ponds Twp, Stetsontown 
Twp
Fairly large ridge with very mature high volume stands of hardwoods and 
conifers.
2 1,932
Cupsuptic Mt/Cupsuptic Stream Upper Cupsuptic Twp., 2800' ridge, softwoods at higher elevation and hardwoods at lower. Also 
includes meandering stream and PSS, PF04.
2 2,299
Daddy's Ridge Lower Cupsuptic Twp. Fairly sizeable ridge dominated by hardwoods 2 1,808
Dead River Pierce Pond Twp, Lower 
Enchanted Twp, West Forks Pit, 
Bowmantown Twp
500' apparently uncut strip on either side of the Dead River. 2 1,406
Dean and Derby Mtns Temple, Wilton Steep slopes dominated by S-F on upper slopes and northern hardwoods 
on lower. Includes surrounding mature mixed woods (stand type 3)
2 2,344
Debsconeag Lake Deadwater T1 R9 WELS, T2 R9 WELS Large wetland mosaic with jack pine and red pine stands and other nearby 
upland stands that look mature; s/f flats, open peatlands north of
2 5,070
Deer Hill Stow Steep south-facing hardwood slopes, open ledgy summits 2 515
Duck Pond Peatlands and Red Brook 
Flats
T4 R12 WELS Moderately sized open peatland with a margin of cedar. S-F flats along 
Red Brook. S2, BS CE, CE BS, etc..
2 171
East Branch Seboeis Flats T3 R9 WELS Open peatland, forested bog, and spruce flats along E. side of Seboeis 2 1,484
East Kennebago Mtn Tim Pond Twp High elevation S/F. Some uncut lower elevation HW stands. 2 697
Eastman Hill West Paris, Greenwood Existing rare plant (Dryopteris goldiana—1990). Some East facing steep 2 527
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Elephant and Bernis Mtns Township C, Township D Moderate sized block of softwood forest with steep slopes and rock 
outcrops (possible talus slopes)
2 1,704
Ellis River Floodplain Andover, Rumford Sinuous river with patches of forest amid cleared farmlands. Most looks 2 905
Enchanted Pond & Cobum Mtn Upper Enchanted Twp. Formerly part of Heald Mtn polygon that has been split because of recent 
cutting on SPOT
2 3,468
Flagstaff Lake Peninsula Flagstaff Twp Peninsula on glacial outwash deposits. Appears not to have been recently 
cut. Includes 200 ac lakeside wetland. Includes 75 ac red pine bog 
according to stand type maps. Also includes bald eagle nests.
2 3,646
Flathead Mtn Roxbury, Byron Moderately steep ridge with S/F summit, hardwood lower slopes. HB5, 2 2,778
Forest Pond Canton Aquatic community and historic rare plant sites. Also includes adjacent 
upland forest with lead BBM forest.
2 73
Fourth Pond Bog Willimantic Forested bog, possibly with cedar, and spruce-fir flats. 2 617
Fowler Pond Ledges T3 R ll Open spruce woodland on low summit. Old bum? Types are S2. 2 114
Freese Bog Orneville Twp, Lagrange Large wetland system including two open bogs — 250 ac and 100 ac. 2 602
Frost Pond Flats T3 R11, T3 R12 Mixed forest and cedar wetlands. TH3, SF3, CS 4S CE. Cedar swamps 
west of Frost Pond look most interesting.
2 1,952
Glass Face Mtn Rumford Steep south facing hardwood slope. Aureolaria pedicularis from 1889 . 
Lead Beech Birch Maple Forest 1990. Open ledges/balds and S/F near
2 541
Goodwin Pond Wetlands and Upland Adamstown Twp Series of forested wetland and intact lakeside forest of softwoods 2 1,808
Grand Falls Wetlands T3 R4 BKP WKR 1500+ ac along the Dead River includes 1000 ac of mostly open wetland 
with small sections of forest (possibly floodplain). Also an intact 500ac 
parcel of upland hardwoods and nearby softwood flats.
2 2,495
Granite, Ragged & Poverty Mtn Balds Willimantic Several consecutive low elevation summit balds that have no apparent 
logging roads that lead to them
2 1,574
Granny's Cap Lower Enchanted Twp Large block that includes 500ac steep slope 2700' peak with numerous 
open areas-talus and/or open summits,
2 816
Grant Brook Wetlands T4 Indian Purchase Twp., Long 
A Twp., T3 Indian Purchase
Streamshore and peatland ecosystem. Scrub-shrub, cedar and small area 
of open bog with pools.
2 592
Green Island Peru, Dixfield 2 small floodplain islands, both mostly forested but partly open. 2 129
Greenbush Mtn Jim Pond Twp 600ac block of upland with steep slopes, some small outcrops. Mixed 2 1,462
Grindstone Riverside Grindstone Twp A collection of rare plants and dragonflies along East Branch of 
Penobscot River. Some species found are indicative of enriched
2 217
Hatham Bog T1 R6 WELS, Grindstone Twp Large peatland includes eccentric bog ecosystem (1987) and domed bog 
ecosystem (1987).
2 469
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Holman Mtn Dixfield Hardwood ridge with some steep slopes, including The Sugarloaf 2 2,353
House Bog and Buttermilk Pond Bowerbank Twp Interesting looking open peatland with a few secondary pools and nearly 
open wetland complex. Also includes upland block south to Sebec Lake.
2 8,209
Indian Pond Fen St. Albans Small lakeshore shrubby circumneutral fen 1997. 2 29
Indian Stream Mtn Chain of Ponds Twp Large, hardwood upland forest with some mature high volume stands and 
steep slopes. Including some very steep bare ledges
2 5,466
International Ridge Seven Ponds Twp., Oxbow Steep slopes, high elevation (>2700') forest. 2 1,958
Ironbound Mountain Alder Brook Twp, Soldiertown 
Twp
4,400 ac unroaded, not recently cut. Conifers on north side of slopes, 
hardwood on south. Alder Brook is a ~300 ac wetland, S/F & NWC.
2 96
Jersey Bog Turner, Buckfield Diverse wetland complex—small patches of NWC, red maples swamps, 
extensive bluejoint-sedge meadows.
2 1,318
John's Pond Ridge Davis Township TH, SF on steep slopes. 2 1,309
Jo-Mary Wetlands TA RIO S/F flats and small open peatlands abutting Lower Jo-Mary Pond, Mud 
Pond and Cooper Pond
2 5,164
Kennebago River Oxbows Rangeley Numerous oxbow pools in floodplain forest along Kennebago River 2 1,224
Kennebec at the Forks Moxie Gore, West Forks Pit Mixed forest & steep slopes along Kennebec & Cold Stream rivershores; 
also includes Moxie Falls.
2 1,741
Kibby Range Lowelltown Twp., Skinner 
Twp., Beattie Twp
Mixed upland forest. Appears mature in photos and stand maps show high 
volume hardwood stands. Steep slopes are abundant.
2 4,314
Kibby Stream Kibby Twp., King & Bartlett Large streamshore wetland system including cedar stands 2 1,927
King and Bartlett Mtn King and Bartlett Twp, T5 R6 
BKP WKR
Large block of mature mixed forest, some open summits, small steep 
slopes.
2 1,726
Lake Anasagunticook Canton Existing aquatic rare plant and community site 2 41
Law Mtn Wilton Law Mt and Browns Peak. 2 small summits with steep east facing 
hardwood slopes. Mature s/f on NW face of Law Mtn
2 809
Libby Bog T4 Indian Purchase Twp. 2 open peatlands—1 with slight patterning and the other with ~100 ac of 
s/f flats to the east.
2 452
Little Indian Bog & Indian Stream Indian Stream Large wetland with mostly PF04 with scrub shrub peatland in center. 
Mostly spruce with scattered pockets of deciduous. Likely some larch & 
cedar mixed in. Emergent marsh along stream shore.
2 3,842
Little Indian Pond Bog Saint Albans 2 Shrubby Circumneutral Fens (1997-1998). Carex tenuiflora 1998, 
Heteranthera dubia, Ceratophyllum echinatum 1998. PF04, 01. No
2 590
Little Spencer Mtn East Middlesex Canal Grant 
East
Part of existing polygon "Big and Little Spencer" that has now been split 
due to recent cutting
2 1,774
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Lobster Lake Shore ^obster Twp Jack Pine on stand map & 1980 record; narrow band around various 2 2,033
Long Pond Highlands Tammond Twp, Prentiss Twp Block of mature mixed woods; mostly TH, some TH/SF. Sof bedrock. 2 1,807
Lost Pond Hemlock Carrying Place Twp, Pleasant 
tlidge Pit
Lead Hemlock Slope Forest documented in 1994. Also ~300ac of mostly 
deciduous steep slopes along ridge.
2 857
Magalloway Peatland Lincoln Pit, Magalloway Pit. Large wetland system known natural community, includes some HB6B 2 33
Magalloway Stream Floodplain Parmacheenee Twp. Meandering stream with PF04, PSS, D5B, E5B. Glaciofluvial deposits 2 1,251
Massachusetts Gore Notch Massachusetts Gore Sharp notch on Canadian border. Possible talus slope or cold air talus 2 307
Medunkeunk Lake Hardwoods T2 R9 NWP, TA R7 WELS Large block of primarily young hardwoods (possibly post-bum ).
Existing upland hardwood forest L/A poly. Mature hardwoods with small
2 1,461
Middle Stream Hill Kibby Twp, Skinner Twp Mature hardwood forest on lower slopes, spruce-fir on upper slopes. 2 1,208
Millinocket Lake Wetland T1 R9 WELS Sizable lakeside wetland complex that is mostly open along the course of 2 2,285
Millinocket Stream Pine Flats T1 R8 WELS S/F flats and RP/WP stands; e.g., S2, SF, RP89 2 512
Milo Forested Wetland Complex Milo Medium-sized forested wetland with interesting pattern of open patches in 
between Piscataquis River and Alder Stream
2 712
Misery Fen Sapling Twp Lead Patterned Fen documented in 1985. Small patterned area. Forested 
bog to the north. Total area ~150ac. Cedar to north and southeast
2 281
Monson Pond Uplands Monson Mixed forest with ~50ac steep slopes. Band of calcareous soils bisects 
site. Scattered ponds and PFO Is.
2 2,840
Moose and Smart Mtns Skinner Twp., Merrill Strip 
Twp.
Steep slopes, high elevation spruce-fir forest of Moose Mt., Smart Mt., an 
Merrill Mt. Significant portions are above 2700’.
2 5,660
Mount Will Newry, Bethel Steep SE facing hardwood slopes. Past light cuts evident on 1992 air 2 568
Mount Zircon Milton Twp, Peru S/F summits and open balds. Lower slopes are hardwood and mixed 
wood forests. See Ward (1999) report at TNC.
2 3,081
Moxie Mtn South Moscow Existing upland polygon that has been split into two polygons due to 
recent cutting on Plum Creek land.
2 3,335
Mt. Marie Hebron, Paris Steep SE facing hardwood hills, small open summits 2 543
Mud Brook Cedar Stand Hersheytown Twp. Moderately sized wetland that appears to be intact and dominant stand 2 160
Mud Pond Wetlands Lily Bay Twp Forested wetlands surrounding ponds. No roads or camps evident; 
possible NWC to south.
2 3,087
Nollesemic Stream Bog Hopkins Academy Grant Twp. Existing bog natural community; recent harvesting to N, S, and W. 2 587
Noyes & Patch Mtn Greenwood Existing forest and rrare plant sites. Includes steep slopes E of Mud Pond 
and mature enriched hardwood stands
2 1,553
Orbeton Stream Gorge Madrid Steep slopes along Orbeton Stream with mature forest on Western Slopes 
and moderately calcareous bedrock
2 427
| Orson Bog Brownville Series of open peatlands associated with Orson Brook. 2 633
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Orson Bog Brownville Series of open peatlands associated with Orson Brook. 2 1,531
Owl's Head/Black Nubble Kingfield, Carrabassett Valley 3000 ft summit and 2800 ft summits, steep slopes, ultra mafic bedrock, 
S4A, D4A, E4A, E5B.
2 1,226
Oxbow Rich Forest Oxbow Twp Smallish block of hardwood forest with known rare plants, in good 2 1,277
Parker Hill Parkertown Twp., Lincoln Pit. Large unfragmented forest block which looks fairly mature 2 2,667
Pebley Mtn Bethel, Rumford Mile long ridge with steep hardwood slopes, ledges, E4A, HM5C. 2 219
Penobscot Piscataquis WMA Dover-Foxcroft, Garland, 
Atkinson, Charleston
Large wetland complex 2 1,841
Piscataquis River Shoreline - 
Medfield
Medfield Moderate slopes, some Ssl (calacareous) bedrock; possible riverside seeps 2 463
Piscataquis River Slopes Dover-Foxcroft Mixed woods along south shore of Piscataquis River. Moderate slopes— 
possibility of rich woods species.
2 466
Pleasant Pond Mountain Forks Pit, Caratunk Mixed forest with hardwoods on lower elevation and spruce/fir dominated 
upper slopes. Steep slopes and exposed bedrock summits on Pleasant
2 2,021
Pleasant River Confluence Milo, Medford Hardwood floodplain, forested bog, open peatland at confluence of 
Pleasant and Piscataquis Rivers.
2 1,292
Prong Pond Mtn Beaver Gore, Bowdoin College 
Grant
Fairly intact and sizeable mtn dominated by a mix of conifers and 
hardwoods, some mature, high volume stands
2 2,257
Puzzle Mtn Andover, Newry Spruce fir summit (-2900 ft) and open/woodland ledges. 2 4,455
Ragged Jack Mtn Peru, Sumner Steep SE facing slopes. Hardwood forests & cliffs. S/F & open ledges on 
summits. D5B, D5C
2 742
Red Ridge Grafton 3000 ft summit with D5B, HM5B on lower slopes. 2 634
Ripogenus Gorge T3 R ll 7 rare plants 1981-1993. Steep slopes and cliffs. 2 242
Rocky Mtn Bald Mountain Twp T2 R3, East 
Moxie Twp,
Existing poly that was split into two smaller polys (Oakes Bog and 
Russell Mtn) due to recent cutting;
2 7,186
Round Pond Uplands Squaretown Twp, Little Squaw Large upland mixed woods around ~40ac Round Pond. Existing poly that 
has had recent cutting around the small central ridge with steep slopes has 
rendered rest intact forest too small.
2 384
Rumford Whitecap Rumford Barren summit, steep slopes. Spruce fir woodlands, 150 acres of 2 1,144
Russell Mountains Blanchard Part of existing poly "Rocky Mtn Block" that has been modified to reflect 
recent shelterwood and strip selection harvests in SPOT.
2 4,130
Sabbath Day Pond Twp E, Twp D Mixed wood stands and steep slopes. Best area is hardwood stand E of 
Sabbath Day Pond. Some moderately calcareous bedrock
2 1,812
Saddle Mtn Bowmantown Twp. Smallish block of hardwood dominated forest with steep slopes adjacent 
to cliff just over Canadian border
2 959
ft
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Sandy Stream Wetlands Lexington Twp Meandering stream with numerous oxbows and moderately sized fen on 
margin of Gilman Pond
2 794
Sangerville Ledges Sangerville Existing rare plants and undeveloped stretch of south shore of Piscataquis 
River. Moderate slopes—potential for outcrop and rich woods species
2 226
Schoodic Stream Wetlands Soldiertown Twp., Grindstone 
Twp.
Moderate size wetland complex with wooded and open sections in 
moderately calcareous bedrock
2 668
Seven Mile Stream Floodplain Jay Large forested wetland and oxbow complex. Most appears to be red 
maple swamp, partly coniferous too. Also includes large shrub swamp
2 781
Silver Lake Floodplain Forest Katahdin Iron Works Twp Large forested wetland adjacent to Silver Lake that includes floodplain 
forest Eos and has a potential floodplain forest at the northern tip of Silver
2 1,715
Singepole Mtn Paris 0.5 mi long S-facing rock outcrop ridge w/ narrow band of conifer. 2 103
Sisk Mtn Chain of Ponds, Kibby Twp Large block of mature forest both hdwd and conifer stands. Stand type 
data includes many mature high volume stands
2 3,023
Smith Brook Deadwater T1 R8 WELS, T3 Indian 
Purchase Twp
Fairly sizeable Eccentric Bog ecosystem 1984 and mature confier uplands 
that appear to include some cedar stands
2 1,706
Snow and Twin Mtns Upper Cupsuptic Twp., 
Stetsontown Twp.
3755' peak and ridgeline to Twin Mountain to the south. 2 1,310
Soldier Town Wetland Soldiertown Twp. Large block of mixed uplands and wetlands, forest appears mature and 
may include cedar. Sizeable open wetland also present
2 1,571
Soubunge Mountain T3 R ll Boreal circumneutral outcrops. Draba arabisans, Woodsia glabella, 
Dryopteris fragrans all 1993. Hardwood forest on lower slopes.
2 1,341
South Arm Hill Township C Steep, low summit with s/f slopes and ledges on the north side, hardwood 
slopes to the south
2 129
Spencer Stream Wetland King & Bartlett Twp Large wetland including 2 (~40ac) cedar stands and 50 ac of high volume 2 1,026
Stagecoach Road Wetlands Atkinson Large wetland complex at confluence on the West branch of Dead River. 
Includes forested wetlands (cedar and black spruce)
2 1,660
Stevens Island & Russell Tract 
Floodplains
Canton Existing rare plant and floodplain communities (Hdwd River Terrace on 
west side and Silver Maple F.P. on east).
2 234
Stow Swamp Stow Small acidic fen, Scirpus longii possibilities 2 100
Streaked Mtn Buckfield, Hebron, Paris Extensive outcrops with bands of conifers crossing summit, possibly 100- 
200 acres of this habitat.
2 202
Sugar Island Lily Bay Twp Mixed woods dominated island scattered PF04 wetlands. W, SW sides of 
island look more mature.
2 6,383
The Tongue T4 R9 NWR mature mixed woods on peninsular in Seboeis Lake and Weyford Island 2 1,249
Todds Comer Cedar Swamp Saint Albans Cedar swamp on calcareous bedrock. 2 130
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Toothaker Island Richardsontown, Rangeley Pit. VIoderately sized island with no evidence of recent cutting 2 712
Trask Mtn Hartford, Peru Hardwood slopes, Oak-Northern Hardwood forest. Upper slopes damaged 2 355
Trout Pond Mountain Indian Stream, Big Squaw Deciduous dominated mixed forest on lower level, S/F slopes on higher. 
Also PF04. Big Squaw Mtn to NE (EO's 1990's). Includes high elevation 
s/f and exposed bedrock. Mixed forest to s of mtn looks intact.
2 4,853
Tumbledown Mtn Macrosite Weld, Avon, Temple S-F dominated steep slopes and exposed bedrock, mature hardwood 
stands. HM5A, D5B, E5B. Fir heart leaved birch subalpine forest 1997
2 3,854
Turkey Tail Wetlands T4 Indian Purchase Twp. Small jack pine, red pine stands embedded within lakeshore fens. 2 284
Twelvemile Bog Long Pond Twp Peatland with 50 ac Patterned Fen Ecosystem (1982) and small cedar 
swamp according to stand map. Also Betula pumila documented in 1982
2 270
Umbagog Lake Jack Pine Magalloway Pit. Jack pine woodland (1980). Data indicates stands are small, scattered. 2 65
Vose Mtn Kingfield Moderately sized forested upland with open summits 2 552
Walker Mtn Byron, Roxbury, Weld Coniferous ridge and hardwood slopes. Some selective cutting on lower 
slopes. Types include D5B, HM5B, HB6B, S4A and also semi-open
2 970
Walker Mtn Byron, Roxbury, Weld Coniferous ridge and hardwood slopes. Some selective cutting on lower 
slopes. Types include D5B, HM5B, HB6B, S4A and also semi-open
2 667
Wassataquoik Hill T3 R7 WELS Steep SE facing hill, possibly calcareous bedrock. Hardwood forest. 2 365
Watson Hill Wetlands Sangerville Linear series of deciduous and conifer swamps. 2 192
Webb River Floodplain Dixfield, Mexico Small river floodplain, PF04 and PF01; possibly some peatland. 2 1,092
West Kennebago Mtn Upper Cupsuptic Twp Moderately sized upland block with steep slopes, 2 small open summits 
and an area of talus slope. Includes HM5B stands on MWV lands.
2 4,405
West Seboeis Bog T4 R9 NWP Cedar stands and spruce flats adjacent to open peatlands. Bisected by RR 2 881
Wetlands South Of Indian Pond Indian Stream, Squaretown ~150ac fen within 500ac forested wetland. 2 730
Weymouth Hill - South Stoneham Talus slope and bedrock outcrops 2 23
Whetstone Mt./Kelloch Mt. T2 R8, Soldiertown Twp. Hardwood + mixed wood slopes and spruce/fir on W face of Whetstone. 
S face of Kelloch is mature TH; N face has been cut.
2 728
White Cap Mtn Seven Ponds Twp. 3815' peak with two mile ridgeline, steep north-facing slopes. Types 2 919
Witham Mountain Highland Pit, Lexington Existing L/A poly. Only small changes to polygon to accommodate 
cutting near Poplar Mtn
2 4,559
Alder Stream Swamp Tim Pond Twp. Spruce-fir flats, forested bog, and open PSS along Alder Stream. 3 696
Allen Stream Wetland Garland, Exeter Small, coniferous wetland along stream basin, possibly cedar 3 349
Baker Pond East Shore Bald Mountain, Caratunk 1982 documentation of Red Pine Woodland. Small (4 ac) 3 175
Baker Pond Fen T5 R6 BKPWKR 150 ac fen at northern edge of Baker Pond on moderately calcareous 
bedrock. Also includes 75 ac of cedar at northeast end.
3 564
Bald Mtn Slopes Rangeley Steep slopes with exposed rock on south side of Bald Mtn. Fairly small 3 399
a n
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Barren Mountain Elliotsville PLT Numerous mountain peaks and steep slopes. Also includes Indian Pond 
Fen and wetlands and Lead Spruce Slope Forest & Domed Bog
3 12,934
Basin Mountain Pierce Pond Twp Upland forest includes steep slopes. Appears to be relatively mature mix 
of hardwood & softwoods.
3 928
Bear Paw South Woodstock S/F summits and hardwood steep slopes. Most of forest appears young. 3 1,555
Bear Pond Turner Existing lakeshore rare plant site. 3 18
Beaver Mtn Rangeley Pit. Small upland conifer forest with steep slopes (S5B, E5A). Mature 
hardwoods on lower slopes (HM6B)
3 582
Berry's Ledges West Paris Existing rare plants on south/southeast/east facing slopes. Hackelia 
deflexa, Adlumia fungosa, Chenopodium berlandieri, Cryptogramma
3 110
Big Fisher Pond Upland T2R12 WELS Mature mixed forest; area includes -100 ac PF04 wetland. Steep south­
facing slopes on north side of Big Fisher Pond. Mod calcareous bedrock
3 1,257
Big Spencer Mtn T2 R13 WELS, TX R14 WELS, 
East Middlesex Grant Canal
Part of existing poly "Big and Little Spencer" that has now been split into 
two due to recent cutting
3 3,713
Big Wilson Stream Greenville Riparian corridor and steep slopes. Types are S3 & H3. 3 535
Black Cat Mtn T1 R9 WELS Small, steep summit with TH slopes. Steep s-facing hardwood slope may 
have rich wood species.
3 158
Black Hill Uplands & Wetlands Embden SW facing steep slopes on Black Hill and mixed woods surrounding area. 
P6C on SW slopes.
3 6
Blue Ridge Rockwood Strip T1 R l, Taunton 
and Raynham
NE-SW trending ridge with steep slopes 3 898
Brown's Island Flats Rangely Spruce and cedar flats, looks eve-aged and relatively young, but 3 693
Bryant Mtn Milton Twp Small steep hill and lower south facing hardwood slope. D5B on Mead 3 145
Buck's Ledge/Moody Mtn Woodstock Rich woods selectively cut (some patch cuts) during the 1980's & 1990's. 
Need to update Ironwood Ash Forest (1990).
3 265
Burnt Mountain Lower Cupsuptic Twp. Moderately sized block of mixed upland forest with steep slopes 3 1,838
Campbell Hill South Hartford Steep SE facing slope, selectively cut hardwoods 3 128
Cates Hill Caratunk Steep slope and esker system east of Kennebec River. Possibly rich 3 402
Cedar Mountain T3 R9 NWP Steep E facing slopes, hardwoods, moderately calcareous bedrock 3 269
Cherry Hill Perkins Twp. Steep mature hardwood slopes, moderately calcareous bedrock 3 190
Church Stream Chase Stream, Misery Streamside coniferous forested wetland on calcareous bedrock. Also 
esker runs adjacent to site. Small area of glacial outwash deposits.
3 217
Churchill Stream Long Pond Twp Wetland complex at the mouth of Churchill Stream 3 646
Colonel Holman Mtn Dixfield Narrow ridge with s/f on NW slope, hardwoods on E slope. Some small 3 415
Cranberry Pond Lobster Twp Spruce Fir and cedar flats on calcareous bedrock 3 410
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Crawford Pond TAR11 Pipewort - water lobelia lakeshore. 3 361
Crocket Hill Sebec Relatively small hills, steep south-facing slopes, mature hardwoods 3 261
Crowfoot Bog Soldiertown Twp., Grindstone Medium sized open peatland with margin of cedar 3 279
Cushman Hill - Sumner Sumner Steep south & south-west facing hardwood and mixed wood slopes 3 266
Deacons Pinnacle Hartford South facing steep slopes, young hardwood stands. 3 99
Deer Mtn North Parkertown, Lower Cupsuptic 
Twp.
North slope of Deer Mountain. Types include S5A, HM4A. Hardwoods 
on lower slopes, softwoods on upper.
3 1,554
Duck Cove Hill East Middlesex Canal Grant Small steep slope with SE facing cliffs, stunted S/F summit. 3 113
Dunn Ledge Canton Lead Oak Pine Forest. Small mature mixed forest. Some steep slopes on 3 132
East Ridge Road Swamp Charleston, Corinth Existing wetland L/A polygon. No changes. 3 140
Ebeemee Mountain T5 R9 NWP 1900' forested summit. Steep slopes, moderate calcareous bedrock on 3 612
Elbow Bog Squaretown Twp Small wetland with some open peatland portions. 3 317
Elephant Head Tim Pond Twp. Steep sloped pluton, Mature forest; MWV types include D4B, E5B, 3 645
Elephant Mtn Bowdoin College Grant West Small mtn with steep slopes and some heavy cutting nearby, some mature 
high volume hardwood stands
3 570
Ephraim Ridge Lower Cupsuptic Twp., 
Adamstown Twp.
Steep slopes, HM, RM, SF 3 819
Ester Brook Wetlands Barnard Twp Open wetlands and some cedar islands around a central island that looks 
to have been recently cut.
3 284
Farm Hill Jim Pond Twp Small hill with steep south-facing slope. Moderately calcareous bedrock. 3 315
Farwell Mtn Bethel 2200 ft mtn summit with steep hardwood slopes facing SE. Possibly DSM 
(moderately calcareous) bedrock
3 493
Fay Scott Bog Dexter Existing wetland polygon. No changes 3 328
Fen South of Long Pond Taunton & Raynham Academy 
Grant
Small open peatland with secondary pools with ribbing in south end. 3 99
Fields Hill Sumner Maple Basswood Ash, Allium tricoccum from 1989. SE facing steep 
slopes, calcareous bedrock
3 256
Flints Hill Albany Twp Small hill with steep south facing slopes and hardwood summit. 3 138
Foss Mountain Brighton Pit Hardwoods (most typed as high volume paper birch) and steep slopes. 
Calcareous bedrock. Also includes ~100 ac of partly forested wetland on
3 1,276
Four Brother Bog Guilford Small wetland complex with interesting pattern of forested wetlands. 
Appears to include cedar
3 255
Gammon Pond Wetland New Portland, Freeman Twp. Small fenny wetland adjacent to undammed pond. 3 507
Gile Logan Rangeley Sizeable wetland complex with mix of forested and open wetlands. 
Includes some small cedar patches
3 900
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Gilman Pond Mtn Lexington Twp Small forested mtn with mature mixed forest and an apparent talus slope 3 156
Goodwin Brook Bog Saint Albans Small open peatland and possibly cedar 3 184
Great Moose Lake Harmony Hardwood Floodplain Forest — part re-visited in 2003 by Cutko; 
remainder should be checked, but low priority.
3 755
Grey Bog Sangerville Moderately sized wetland complex 3 636
Guilford Mtn Guilford Low mtn with steep SE facing slopes and exposed bedrock 3 599
Gulliver Brook Flats T2 R12 WELS Small area of S/F flats along Gulliver Brook 3 330
Halfway Brook Swamp NE Carry Twp. Small forested peatland with 2/3 spruce flats, 1/3 cedar 3 467
Hall Pond T5 R7 BKP WKR, Lowland conifer forest and forested wetland, Includes ~200ac of mature 
softwood stands. Also includes sizable natural red pine and jack pine
3 1,346
Hayno Bog Rangeley Small bog/fen with open wetland habitats and softwood sections. 3 143
Hedgehog Hill North Byron Small hill mature hardwood forest, possible isolated vernal pools. 3 154
Horseshoe Pond Pocket Wetlands Long Pond, Parlin Pond, Misery 
Gore, Jackman
Upland forest with numerous steep slopes and unusual topography in 
aerial photos. Includes numerous small pools and topography. Has 
potential for other seasonal pools. Also small open summits
3 2,569
Hutchinsons Hill Hartford South facing steep slope. Appears to have been selectively cut. 3 98
Jackman Hill Jackman Upland forest including 250 ac of high elevation and steep slope 
softwoods. Not high volume but may be old growth.
3 942
Jewitt Brook Wetlands Spencer Bay Peatland/forested wetland complex. Typed as having small NWC swamp 3 625
Johnson & Moose Mtns Magalloway Pit. Moderate sized block of upland forest with some steep slopes 3 930
Johnson Bog West Forks Pit Large bog with several large secondary pools. Appears to be in good 
condition surrounded by a ring of cedar.
3 1,302
Johnson Mountain Johnson Mountain Twp Upland forest with numerous steep south facing slopes. Some recent cuts 
along southern margin have shrunk poly slightly and a recent road from 
the north suggests that further cutting may have taken place
3 1,816
Kelly Mountain Brighton Pit Hardwood dominated forest. Scattered steep slopes and wetlands (PF04 & 3 1,597
Kezar Lake Slope Lovell Mature looking deciduous forest 3 1
Kibby Ridge Kibby Twp Moderately sized upland block with softwoods that appear mature. 3 1,765
Kinneys Head Temple, Washington Twp., 
Perkins Twp.
North to south running slopes and ridges. Some steep slopes—conifer 
dominated upper slopes—hdwd lower slopes.
3 2,453
Lang Stream Parlin Pond, Misery Gore, Long 
Pond
Forested wetlands along Lang Stream include small cedar swamp (10 
acres) and eskers. Mostly size class 3 softwoods & hardwoods.
3 914
Lemon Brook Wetland New Vineyard Twp. Small fenny wetland along Lemon Brook 3 398
Little Bear Mountain Hartford Steep south-facing slope, cliffs and talus. 3 77
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Little Labrador Pond Sumner Rare plants, maple Basswood Ash forest documented from 1990's. 
Hardwood slopes, SE facing sliver of calcareous bedrock.
3 135
Little Squaw Eccentric Bog Little Squaw Moderate sized peatland complex with several rare plants. 3 915
Little Squaw Mtn Little Squaw Long ridgeline with steep slopes and documented rare plants. 3 2,420
Logan Brook Swamp Rumford Open/forested wetland complex along Logan Brook; appears to include 3 367
Long Bog Wellington Mostly forested wetland; including some cedar. 3 808
Lucky Pond Wetlands Days Academy Grant Small wetland-with several pools. Floating ericaceous mat. Adjacent to 
~50 ac of spruce-fir flats.
3 822
Mainstream Pond Wetlands Cambridge, Harmony Moderately large streamside fen in calcareous bedrock 3 671
Marshall Pond and Uplands Oxford, Hebron Small calcareous wetlands - cedar swamp and typha marsh 3 129
Mason Brook Hill Davis Township Hardwood slopes with pockets of mature TM, S/F. 3 252
Middle Branch Pond Peatlands TB R11, T5 R9 Three small (<100ac) PF04 with open bogs. 3 698
Middle Jo-Mary Peatland TA RIO WELS Small open peatland alongside an esker with some secondary pools at 3 102
Mollidgewock Pond Cedar Upton Small (50 ac) cedar stand with small open bog in center. Intact hardwood 
stands to N, SW.
3 829
Moose Island Moosehead Lake Small hardwood dominated island with no signs of recent cutting 3 366
Moose River Wetlands Jackman 500 ac peatland in Jackman extending to 300 ac peatland at west shore of 
Long Pond. Glacial outwash deposits
3 1,792
Moosehead Lake Shoreline Rare 
Plants
Sapling Subularia aquatica 1968. Carex saxatilis & Listera auriculata. Historical 
records from 1800s
3 58
Morrill Ridge Peru Steep SE hardwood ridge, open ledge. 3 137
Mosquito Mtn The Forks Pit Subalpine S/F ~15 ac open summit. 3 315
Mount Blue State Park Weld Small collection of known natural communities in mostly protected area 
of Mt Blue State Park, including Hedgehog Mountain. Part of area
3 980
Mount Christopher Greenwood Small hardwood & mixed summit, steep slopes, small open ledges. 3 88
Mount Misery Hardwoods Sebec Mature hardwoods, (H3A,B-M3A) on moderately steep slopes. 3 274
Mt. Tom Sumner Steep SE Facing hardwood hills 3 310
Mud Pond S-F Flats T4R12 WELS Complex of forested wetlands and S-F flats surrounding Mud Pond and 
along Chesuncook shoreline.
3 1,955
Musquash Ponds Wetlands T1 R ll WELS Forested wetlands with small inclusions of more open peatlands along 1st 
and 2nd Musquash Ponds—Cedar around 1st Musquash Pond
3 300
Nahmakanta T2, R12, T3 R14, Rainbow 
Twp., T1 R12
Large block encompassing 11,000 acre Nahmakanta Ecoreserve. Includes 
large hardwood post-bum area around Rainbow Lake.
3 69,179
Nash Stream Hills Coplin Plantation, Redington 
Township
TH slopes on two separate ridges. Most appears mature. 3 1,420
1 A
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New Vineyard Mtns New Vineyard Twp Small forested ridge with steep slopes. 3 866
North Pond Norway Existing lakeshore rare plant site. 3 35
North Pond Wetlands Norway Forested wetland complex with inclusions of more open scrub-shrub 
peatland—PFO 1, PF04, PSSIE—conifer dominated.
3 361
Northwest Inlet Jim Pond Twp Large wetland that is primarily forested (cedar) and appears to be in good 3 938
Notch Pond Ridge Bowdoin College Grant Hardwood on steep slopes, softwood on summits. 3 710
Number 1 Brook Fen Lower Cupsuptic Twp. Small open fen in close proximity to brook with oxbow pools 3 125
Oakes Bog Shirley, Blanchard Streamshore wetland with open marsh and forested wetland components. 3 362
Oakes Nubble Sandy River Pit. Small upland conifer dominated forest. No stand type data. Some steep 
slopes and one forested wetland.
3 513
Observatory Mtn Lincoln Pit. Steep conifer slopes and ledges 3 454
Oliver Hill Road Wetland Garland Small fenny wetland, with possible beaver activity 3 212
Orbeton Stream Floodplain Phillips Small (~50 ac) floodplain area at confluence of Orbeton and Sandy 3 92
Packard Brook Wetlands Medford Forested wetlands with 2 small partially open peatlands 3 439
Paper Plant Floodplain Jay Small floodplain forest on Androscoggin River. Allium tricoccum, 
Floodplain Forest and Chimaphila maculata 1996
3 1
Peaked Hill Gilead Steep NE facing slope with mature forest. 3 220
Penobscot Pond T1 R11 WELS, T1 R12 WELS Nymphaea leibergii documented in 1986, plus ~150 ac of cedar at east 3 583
Pierce Pond South Pierce Pond Twp, Carrying 
Place Twp
Hardwood and mixed wood hills. 3 1,036
Piscataquis River Floodplains Abbott Small floodplain forest and open shrub swamp, with oxbows, meander 3 159
Pleasant River Floodplain Forest Milo Several small scattered remnant floodplain forests. 3 253
Pleasant River Wetlands - KI Katahdin Iron Works Twp, 
Williamsburg Twp
Series of small open and forested wetlands that straddle the Pleasant 
River. The forest looks pretty mature but stand maps don't show them to
3 1,511
Prospect Mountain Parmachenee Twp., Lynchtown 
Twp.
Moderate sized mature upland adjacent to wooded wetland (HM5B, D5B) 3 1,721
Quill Hill Dallas Plantation Small, steep summit with TH, SF. Possible rich woods on SE slope. 3 472
Ragged Stream Peatland T2R12 WELS Moderately sized open peatland 3 279
Robinson Bog Guilford Small mostly forested peatland complex. May include some cedar 3 201
Rollins Mill Swamp Charleston Small fen and possible cedar (on western arm) 3 369
Rump Mtn Parmachenee Moderate sized block of mature upland softwoods (S5B) and steep slopes 3 1,011
Sandy Bay Cedar Swamp Beaver Cove, Greenville Small (<100ac) NWC swamp in linear basin 3 247
Shad Pond Uplands & Wetlands T3 Indian Purchase Twp., 
Hopkins Academy Grant Twp.
Mature mixed woods (SH3, TH3, SF3), north of West Branch of 
Penobscot River. Small patch of PF04 south of river.
3 2,130
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Shaw Mountain Days Academy Grant Steep slopes, small area of cliff. Rare plants on Kineo to SW and Little 3 894
Sheep Brook Wetland Freeman Twp., New Vineyard, 
Strong
Small open wetland (fen?) with a forested island in it. 3 569
Ship Pond Stream Willimantic Small stretch of oxbows and meanders in Ship Pond Stream that may 
include floodplain forest patches and some open wetlands
3 366
Skedaddle Cove Hills Stetsontown Twp, Davis Twp, Hardwood slopes on low summits. HM5B 3 1,131
Snow Brook Parkman Streamshore forested wetland; spruce and red maple, possibly cedar. Also 3 556
South Bog Rangeley, Rangeley Pit. Small lakeside fen and associated mature forested riparian zone (includes 
cedar). Also steep hardwood slope (HM5B).
3 664
South Carrabassett Slopes Carrabassett Valley Steep hardwood slopes and ravines adjacent to Carrabassett Stream. 3 448
South Pond Ledges Buckfield Rare plant (1990 Asplenium platyneuron), steep south facing slopes. 3 38
South Strong Floodplain Forest Strong Intact floodplain forest along the Sandy River. 3 41
Spotted Mtn Davis Twp Moderately sized upland ridge with steep slopes 3 2,947
Spruce Mtn Woodstock Mature S/F summit. Typed as S4A. 3 291
State Line Floodplain Gilead Mead map indicates past harvest. Type is D5B, H14A. Small size. 3 0
Sucker Brook Pond Wetlands Katahdin Iron Works Twp Open and forested wetland complex with some cedar 3 487
Sucker Brook Wetland Parkman Streamshore spruce and cedar swamp/shrub swamp. Inlet to Manhanock 3 245
Sunday River Floodplain Bethel, Newry Small remnant floodplains along Sunday River 3 273
Temple Hill Temple Small steep hill on calcareous bedrock 3 220
The Forks Floodplain Bowtown Twp Small floodplain forest and riverbeach, as well as base of steep slopes 3 690
Thisell Bog T6 RIO WELS Open Bog and fen and streamshore cedar, spruce flats 3 332
Thome Brook Gorge Blanchard Twp, Kingsbury 
Twp.
Steep hardwood and mixed wood slopes along Thorn Brook. Moderately 
calcareous bedrock.
3 131
Thome Mountain Canton, Hartford Existing forest and rare plant site. Includes steep south/southeast facing 
slopes of Thorne Mtns. Small mature forest of hardwoods.
3 325
Tumbledown Dick Mtn Pern Steep cliff and hardwood forest at base. 3 260
Turkey Tail Lake Flats T4 Indian Purchase Twp. S/F flats, open emergent wetlands. Some cedar RS T8 CE SH3, SF3, etca 3 967
Twin Peaks Bowmantown Twp. Smallish block that includes Twin Peaks rare plants and some high 
volume, mature stands
3 1,313
Wassataquoik East Branch Floodplain 
Forest
T3 R7 WELS Fairly large floodplain forest ecosystem much of which has been recently 
surveyed and lies within Ecoreserve, but southernmost sections has
3 575
Webb Lake Wetland Conifer 
Complex
Weld Small collection of wetlands in a mature conifer upland matrix 3 571
Wellington Bog Brighton Pit, Wellington Pit Open wetland, possibly impounded by road. Adjacent to calcareous soils. 3 720
West Branch River Beaches Kingfield, Freeman Twp Small meandering section of West Branch. Moderately calcareous 3 265
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West Branch Seboeis Floodplain Seboeis Pit. Small scattered floodplain strands (possibly terrace forest) along West 
Branch Seboeis Stream
3 214
West Shirley Bog Shirley Streamside scrub shrub fen vegetation. -700 ac. 3 1,140
White Horse Island Peatland T1 RIO WELS Open fens and cedar swamps on Isthmus between Pemadumcook and 
Lower Jo-Mary Lake. CS, SE3, small RP stands
3 684
Williams Mountain Misery Twp, Parlin Pond Twp Upland forest. Mixed types, some small mature hardwood stands on steep 3 831
Witham Brook Concord Twp. Panax quinquefolious with other rich woods associates in hardwood 3 345
Witt Swamp Norway Wetland complex, majority is forested, some conifer areas, shrubs and 3 73
Wyman Dam Rare Plant Site Concord Twp 1986 Houstonia longifolia; need to search for others. 3 69
Cuxabexis Stream Flats T4R11 WELS Spruce flats; types include SP3, S2, BS, CE 3 701
Dean Brook Flats Long A Twp. S/F flats, H SF 7, 7CE, SF3. Open emergent wetlands and beaver 3 630
Indian Stream Cedar Swamp Indian Stream Twp 90 ac S2ACS cedar swamp. 3 229
Lobster Mountain East Middlesex Canal Grant, 
Lobster Twp
1,900 ac south of and contiguous w/BPL Lobster Lake parcel. Mixed 
forest, dry steep slopes with exposed bedrock.
3 1,881

